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We propose an ultrafast way to generate spin chirality and spin current in a class of multiferroic
magnets using a terahertz circularly polarized laser. Using the Floquet formalism for periodically
driven systems, we show that it is possible to dynamically control the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya inter-
action in materials with magnetoelectric coupling. This is supported by numerical calculations, by
which additional resonant phenomena are found. Specifically, when a static magnetic field is applied
in addition to the circularly polarized laser, a large resonant enhancement of spin chirality is ob-
served resembling the electron spin resonance. Spin current is generated when the laser is spatially
modulated by chiral plasmonic structures and could be detected using optospintronic devices.

PACS numbers: 75.85.+t, 75.10.Jm, 75.40.Gb, 71.70.Ej

Introduction.— Control of emergent collective phe-
nomena by external fields is an important problem in
condensed matter. Multiferroic magnets (for a review,
see Refs. [1–3]) are opening new possibilities in this di-
rection since the local spins are coupled not only to mag-
netic fields but to electric fields through the magneto-
electric (ME) coupling. Laser control of materials is at-
tracting interest with a goal of realizing ultrafast and
noncontact manipulation [4–14]. In the research com-
munity of magnetic systems, control of magnetism using
a laser is being studied in the context of spin-pumping
and spintronics [4–7]. On the other hand, in the field of
electronic systems, periodically driven quantum systems
draw the interest of many researchers. When the Hamil-
tonian is time periodic, the system can be described by
the so-called Floquet states [15, 16], a temporal analog
of the Bloch states, and it is possible to control their
quantum nature. For noninteracting systems, the control
of the band topology has been studied theoretically [8–
10] and experimentally [13, 14]. It is possible to under-
stand the effect of a laser through a mapping from the
time-dependent Hamiltonian to a static effective Hamil-
tonian using the Floquet theory, and the change of quan-
tum state, e.g., topology and symmetry, is attributed to
the emergent terms in the static effective Hamiltonian.
This framework can also be applied to quantum magnets.
Laser-induced magnetization growth in general quantum
magnets [17, 18] as well as laser-driven topological spin
states [18, 19], a quantum spin versions of Floquet topo-
logical insulators, were proposed recently.

In the current work, we apply the Floquet theory to
quantum multiferroics and study the synthetic interac-
tions appearing in the effective Floquet Hamiltonian [see
Eq. (3)]. We show that when elliptically or circularly po-

larized lasers are applied, an additional Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya (DM) interaction [20] emerges and its direction
(DM vector) can be controlled. The DM interaction gen-
erally favors a spiral magnetic order and if its strength
is spatially modulated, it is possible to induce spin cur-
rents. Through direct numerical calculations, we verify
this picture, and then propose a way to generate ultrafast
spin currents in a realistic device by optical means.
Multiferroics with laser application.— In multifer-

roics [1–3], spin degrees of freedom couple to electromag-
netic waves not only through the Zeeman coupling, but
also through the ME coupling. This is because the local
polarization vector is related to spin degrees of freedom
from crystallographic reasons. The Hamiltonian for mul-
tiferroics subject to a laser can be expressed as

H(t) = H0 +HE(t) +HB(t), (1)

where H0 is the spin Hamiltonian, and the laser-driven
time-dependent terms HE(t) = −E(t) · P and HB(t) =
−gµBB(t) ·S respectively denote the ME coupling of the
total polarization P with electric field E(t), and the Zee-
man coupling between the total spin S with the magnetic
field B(t) (g is Landé’s g factor and µB is Bohr magne-
ton). The polarization P is given by a function of spin
operators. Electric and magnetic components of the laser
are represented as E(t) = E0(cos(Ωt + δ),− sin(Ωt), 0)
and B(t) = E0c

−1(− sin(Ωt),− cos(Ωt + δ), 0), respec-
tively. The value of δ fixes the helicity of the laser, i.e.,
δ = 0, π, and π/2 respectively corresponds to right-
circularly, left-circularly, and linearly polarized lasers.
Symbols Ω and c stand for the laser frequency and the
speed of light, respectively.
Synthetic interactions from Floquet theory.—We apply

the Floquet theory and the Ω−1 expansion to Eq. (1).
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From the discrete Fourier transform of the time-periodic
Hamiltonian, H(t) =

∑

m e−imΩtHm (m: integer), the

static effective Hamiltonian Heff =
∑

i≥0 Ω
−iH

(i)
eff can be

expanded in terms of Ω−1 and the leading two terms are
given by [21–23]

H
(0)
eff = H0, H

(1)
eff = −

∑

m>0

[H+m, H−m]/m. (2)

For large enough Ω, we can truncate Heff up to the Ω−1

order. In the present multiferroic system, the first cor-

rection H
(1)
eff , which we call the synthetic interaction, is

given by

Hsyn ≡ Ω−1H
(1)
eff = −

i cos δ

2Ω

{

α2[P̃ x, P̃ y]

+ αβ([P̃ x, Sx] + [P̃ y, Sy]) + β2[Sx, Sy]
}

(3)

with α = gmeE0, and β = gµBE0c
−1. Here, gme is the

ME coupling constant [see Eq. (4)] with P̃ being a di-
mensionless function of spins, i.e., P = gmeP̃ . Let us
comment on the magnitude of the synthetic terms. The
strongest magnetic field β of a terahertz (THz) laser at-
tains 1–10 T [24, 25]. The magnitude of gme(Ω) can be
large in a gigahertz (GHz) to THz region [26, 27], and
from both experimental and theoretical analyses [26–29],
the value of α is expected to be of the same order as β. If
we use as reference the typical value of exchange coupling
J = 0.1–10 meV (∼ 1–100 T) in standard magnets (e.g.,
XXZ magnets in Eq. (7)) both α/J and β/J can achieve
values of 0.1–1.

The precise form of the synthetic interaction depends
on the type of the ME coupling. Here we consider the
case where the polarization P =

∑

r,r′ P r,r′ is given by
a product of two spin operators on sites (r, r′). P r,r′

is proportional to the exchange interaction (energy den-
sity) Sr · Sr

′ in symmetric magnetostriction type mul-
tiferroics [30], while it is proportional to the vector spin
chirality Sr×Sr

′ in the antisymmetric magnetostriction
type (also known as the inverse DM effect) [28, 31–34].
The term [P̃ x, P̃ y] thereby yields three spin terms such as
the scalar spin chirality. In Ref. 19, it was shown that a
three-spin term related to the scalar spin chirality is gen-
erated in the symmetric ME coupling case and can induce
a topological gap in spin liquids. In addition, [P̃ a, Sb]
and [Sx, Sy] induce two-spin and single-spin terms, re-
spectively.

Two-spin system.— To illustrate the effect of Eq. (3),
let us first focus on a simple two-spin multiferroic model
depicted in Fig. 1(a). The applied laser travels toward
the −z direction, and the two-spin multiferroic magnet
is within the xy plane. We assume that the two-spin
system S1,2 possesses an electric polarization P through
the ME coupling as

P = gmee12 × (S1 × S2), (4)

S1

S2

e12

x (S 
x
)

y (S 
y
)

z (S 
z
)

P

Laser

(a) (b)

S1

S2

e12

FIG. 1: (a) Schematic picture of a multiferroic system con-
sisting of two spins S1,2 in a circularly polarized laser. The
vector P represents the electric polarization. (b) Schematic
picture for geometric meaning of the synthetic DM interaction
in Eq. (5).

where e12 = (cos θ, sin θ, 0) is the vector connecting two
spins (the distance between spins is set to unity). This
ME coupling is known to be responsible for electric polar-
ization in a wide class of spiral ordered (i.e., chirality or-
dered) multiferroic magnets [1–3, 32–34]. Using Eq. (3),
we obtain the synthetic interaction

Hsyn =
αβ

2Ω
cos δ(e12 · V12) +

β2

2Ω
cos δ(Sz

1 + Sz
2 ), (5)

where V12 = S1×S2 is the vector spin chirality. The first
term is the laser-driven DM interaction and generated
via the single-photon absorption and emission as shown
in Ref. 21. This DM term is geometrically illustrated by
the volume of a parallelepiped as in Fig. 1(b). The three
spin term from [P̃ x, P̃ y] disappears in Eq. (5) since e12

is within the polarization plane.
The result (5) is valid for any spin Hamiltonian

H0 with arbitrary spin magnitude S. In the original
model (1), the DM vector in E(t) ·P is parallel to z axis.
On the other hand, Eq. (5) shows that the synthetic DM
vector is in the direction of e12, which is in the xy plane
and perpendicular to the z axis. The coefficient αβ in
Eq. (5) indicates that both ME and Zeeman terms are
necessary for emergence of the synthetic DM interaction.
It is also significant that the laser should be circularly
or elliptically polarized. In fact, Hsyn vanishes when the
laser is linearly polarized (δ = π/2). We emphasize that
the synthetic DM coupling constant and its sign can be
controlled by changing the laser helicity.
We comment on the importance of breaking the SU(2)

symmetry of the system. If the spin Hamiltonian H0

is spin-rotationally [i.e., SU(2)] symmetric, the Zeeman
term HB(t) commutes with H0. This means that the
laser-driven β term plays no role in the growth of spin chi-
rality. Thus, it is important that the system has magnetic
anisotropy or spontaneous symmetry breakdown that re-
laxes the SU(2) symmetry.
Many-spin system (spirals and chiral-solitons).— It is

straightforward to extend our result (5) to multiferroic
magnets consisting of many spins. For instance, the
static effective Hamiltonian for an 1D multiferroic spin
chain H1D

0 along the x axis (θ = 0) with a circularly
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FIG. 2: (a) Spin spiral (helical) ordered state and (b) chiral-
soliton-lattice state can be laser-induced if the exchange cou-
pling is AF and FM, respectively.

polarized laser is given by

H1D
eff = H1D

0 ±
∑

j

αβ

2Ω
Vx
j,j+1 ±

∑

j

β2

2Ω
Sz
j , (6)

where Vj,j+1 ≡ Sj × Sj+1, and the sign ± respectively
corresponds to δ = 0 and π. Here we assume that the
bond polarization P j,j+1 is proportional to the bond
chirality Vj,j+1, and the total polarization is given by
P tot = gme

∑

j ej,j+1×Vj,j+1 (ej,j+1 stands for a vector
connecting the spin site j and j + 1).
The effective model (6) is known to support inter-

esting spin states with spatial modulations if the in-
teraction in H1D

0 is short ranged. A spin spiral state
[Fig. 2(a)] emerges when the exchange is antiferromag-
netic (AF) due to the competition between exchange and
laser-induced DM interaction. On the other hand, in the
case of a ferromagnetic exchange, it is known that com-
petition among exchange, DM and Zeeman couplings can
lead to a chiral-soliton-lattice state [Fig. 2(b)] [35, 36] as
the classical ground state of H1D

eff . This indicates that a
laser can create several types of spiral spin textures de-
pending on lattices and interactions of the multiferroic
system H0.
Numerical analysis.— The Floquet effective Hamilto-

nian and the predicted emergence of the synthetic inter-
action (3) are the general result and apply to a broad
class of multiferroics. However, there are limitations to
the theory: (i) The effective Hamiltonian is applicable
when the driving frequency (=photon energy) Ω is much
larger than all the other energy scales in the system, and
(ii) when many-body interactions are present, the system
eventually heats up [37, 38]. As a complementary test,
we use a numerical approach and perform direct time de-
pendent calculations in a laser-driven multiferroic model
based on H(t) (1). Here, we focus on simple multiferroic
XXZ spin- 12 chains aligned in the x direction (θ = 0) with
an external magnetic field H

H1D
0 = HXXZ =

∑

j

(JSj ·Sj+1−J∆Sx
j S

x
j+1−HSx

j ). (7)

In order to break the SU(2) symmetry, we introduced ei-
ther an Ising anisotropy −J∆Sx

j S
x
j+1 or a static Zeeman

(b)(a)

(d)(c)

FIG. 3: Simulation results of a multiferroic XXZ chain (∆ =
0.5, H/J = 0) in a circularly polarized laser. Time evolu-
tions of (a) vector chirality 〈Vtot(t)〉 and (b) magnetization
M tot(t) in an AF XXZ model under a circularly polarized
laser (J > 0 and δ = 0). (c) Laser helicity (δ) dependence of
〈Vx

tot(t)〉. (d) Time evolution of vector chirality in the case of
a ferromagnetic exchange (J < 0).

term −HSx
j . In the case of circularly polarized laser with

δ = 0 (δ = π), the effective Hamiltonian Eq. (6) pre-
dicts the emergence of x component of vector chirality
〈Vx

tot〉 < 0 (> 0).

We perform simulations for finite-size systems with L
spins. The initial state is set to the ground state of
Eq. (7) obtained by numerical diagonalization. The laser
is turned on at t = 0 and the system evolves according to
the time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t) (1). The time evo-
lution of the state |Ψ(t)〉 is obtained by integrating the
Schrödinger equation i(d/dt)|Ψ(t)〉 = H(t)|Ψ(t)〉 using
the fifth order Runge-Kutta method. In the numerical
analysis below, we set α/J = β/J = 0.2.

First, consider the case of ∆ = 0.5 and H = 0. In
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), we plot the typical time evolutions
of vector chirality 〈V tot(t)〉 = 〈

∑

j Vj,j+1(t)〉 and mag-
netization M tot(t) = 〈

∑

j Sj(t)〉 for an XXZ model with
H = 0 in a circularly polarized laser with Ω/J = 2 and
δ = 0. The vector chirality 〈Vx

tot(t)〉 < 0 appears as ex-

pected while 〈V
(y,z)
tot (t)〉 remains small. The dependence

of the vector chirality on the laser helicity δ is depicted
in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). We see that 〈Vx

tot(t)〉 becomes
negative (positive) for δ = 0 (π), while it remains very
small for linear polarization δ = π/2. These behaviors
are consistent with the prediction (6) from the Floquet
theory. However, the vector chirality does not keep on
growing but becomes saturated around t/J−1 ∼ 400 in
Fig. 3(c). This may be due to heating; the system’s “ef-
fective temperature” exceeds the magnitude of the syn-
thetic term (∼ αβ/Ω) around this time, and the linear
growth of the chirality stops. This is consistent with re-
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(a) (b)

FIG. 4: Ω dependence of time average of vector chirality 〈Vx
tot〉

in (a) AF (J > 0) XXZ model without external magnetic field
and (b) Heisenberg model (∆ = 0) with external magnetic
field. Around Ω = H , we observe a large magnitude of laser-
driven chirality due to a resonant behavior.

cent studies on “heating” in closed periodically driven
systems that have revealed that the effective Hamilto-
nian approach, e.g., Eq. (6), is valid only for finite time,
and if the driving is continued the system will approach
an infinite temperature state [37, 38]. When the system
is coupled to a heat reservoir, the heating can be stopped
and the system can be stabilized [12]. Figure 3(b) shows
that the magnetization M tot(t) does not grow but only
exhibits an oscillation with small amplitude.

In order to understand how the induced chirality de-
pends on the laser frequency Ω, we define its time average
as

〈Vtot〉 ≡
1

T

∫ T

0

dt〈V tot(t)〉 (8)

with T = 1000J−1. As shown in Fig. 4(a), for the XXZ
chain in zero field, the induced chirality is typically neg-
ative, which agrees with the prediction from the Floquet
effective Hamiltonian (6), but since Eq. (6) is based on
the high frequency expansion, it fails to explain the de-
tailed structure in the simulation. We find many small
peaks in Fig. 4(a) that are presumably due to resonance
with many-body excited states.

We also consider laser-driven spin chains in a static
magnetic field. Naively, we may expect that the mag-
netic field will play the same role as the Ising anisotropy,
i.e., a source to break the SU(2) symmetry, and no qual-
itative difference would occur. However, in Fig. 4(b), the
result of direct calculation shows a resonant behavior in
the generation of a vector chirality around Ω ∼ H , which
is clearly not described by the effective Hamiltonian (6).
We verified that a similar resonant behavior also occurs
in a multiferroic spin-1 chain and a spin- 12 ladder (see
Supplemental Material [21]), which indicates that the
resonance around Ω ∼ H is universal in a broad class
of multiferroic systems. What happens around Ω ∼ H
is analogous to electron spin resonance (ESR). Thus, our
calculation implies that by using circularly polarized laser
in an ESR setup, it is possible to efficiently generate a
vector chirality in multiferroics.

Spatially modulated laser

Spin
current

Metal

Electric
current

S

c

FIG. 5: Setup to detect signatures of laser-driven DM inter-
actions by measuring spin current. The spin current pumped
from a spin chain to a metal with a strong spin-orbit coupling
is changed into an electric current via inverse spin Hall effect
in the metal.

Detection schemes.— Finally, we propose schemes to
detect the synthetic DM interaction and vector chiral-
ity. Detection using pump-probe optical methods is in
principle possible by observing nontrivial textures, e.g.,
spiral states [21]. Another scheme is to utilize optospin-
tronic methods with plasmon resonances proposed in
Ref. [39]. The underling idea is to apply a spatially mod-
ulated circularly polarized laser to a multiferroic magnet
(Fig. 5). Assuming that the exchange coupling is domi-
nant in the time-dependent Hamiltonian of the spin chain
HXXZ+HE(t)+HB(t), the Heisenberg equation of motion
shows that

i(dSx
j /dt) ≈ [Sx

j ,HXXZ] = iJ(Vx
j−1,j − Vx

j,j+1). (9)

Similar expressions hold for higher dimensions and there-
fore a finite spin current 〈dSx

j /dt〉 appears due to a site-
dependent vector chirality if the laser is spatially mod-
ulated. A circularly polarized laser with large spatial
modulation can be realized in the near field of chiral
plasmonic structures [40]. Then, in order to detect the
spin current, one needs to combine the plasmonic struc-
ture with a metallic electrode where the spin current is
transformed into an electric current by inverse spin Hall
effect [41–44]. The spin current is injected from the mul-
tiferroic magnet to the electrode if 〈dSx

j /dt〉 is nonzero at
the interface [45, 46]. Using materials with strong spin-
orbit coupling such as Pt [44] for the electrode, we can ob-
serve the generation of a laser-driven chirality through an
electric voltage drop. In the Supplemental Material [21],
we numerically show that an inhomogeneous chirality ap-
pears when we apply a spatially modulated laser.
Distinction of mechanisms is an important issue. In

contrast with other effects of laser such as heating, the
laser-driven DM interaction strongly depends on the di-
rection of the laser as can be seen from Fig. 1 and Eq. (4),
and thus systematic measurements with sample rotation
are useful for making clear the origin.
Summary.— In conclusion, we proposed a way to gen-

erate and control DM interactions and spin currents in
multiferroics utilizing elliptically polarized lasers. Our
understanding is based on the Floquet theory with the
Ω−1 expansion, which captures the general tendency of
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the numerical results, while we find an additional reso-
nant enhancement of spin chirality when a static mag-
netic field is applied.
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Supplemental Material

S1. Floquet theorem and Ω−1 expansion

Here, we explain the Floquet theorem and the Ω−1 expansion scheme of the effective Hamiltonian in relation with
Eqs. (2), (3), and (5) in the main text. This theorem can be viewed as time version of Bloch theorem [1] for quantum
systems with spatially periodicity (such as crystals).
We consider a time-dependent Schrödinger equation

i
∂

∂t
|Ψ(t)〉 = H(t)|Ψ(t)〉. (S1)

for a time-periodic system H(t) = H(t + T ). We perform discrete Fourier transform for the Hamiltonian H(t) =
∑

m e−imΩtHm where the frequency Ω is 2π/T , and m is an integer running from −∞ to ∞. The solution can be
written as |Ψ(t)〉 = e−iǫt|Φ(t)〉 where |Φ(t)〉 is the Floquet state, which is periodic in time, i.e., |Φ(t)〉 = |Φ(t + T )〉,
and ǫ is the Floquet quasienergy. The Floquet state can be expanded as |Φ(t)〉 =

∑

m e−imΩt|Φm〉. Substituting this
to Eq. (S1), we obtain the following eigenvalue equations

∑

m

(Hn−m −mΩδmn)|Φ
m〉 = ǫ|Φn〉. (S2)

In the model studied in the main text, nonzero components are only time-independent part and terms proportional
to exp(±iΩt), hence we can rewrite Eq. (S2) in the following matrix form:

























. . .

H0 − 2Ω H+1 0 0 0
H−1 H0 − Ω H+1 0 0
0 H−1 H0 H+1 0
0 0 H−1 H0 +Ω H+1

0 0 0 H−1 H0 + 2Ω
.. .

















































...
|Φ2〉
|Φ1〉
|Φ0〉
|Φ−1〉
|Φ−2〉

...

























= ǫ

























...
|Φ2〉
|Φ1〉
|Φ0〉
|Φ−1〉
|Φ−2〉

...

























. (S3)

The block structure appearing in Eqs. (S2) and (S3) is understood intuitively as “photon dressed states”. The
frequency Ω is interpreted as a photon energy, and thereby |Φ−m〉 is regarded as a state in Hilbert subspace with m
photons. This can also be seen from the energy shift mΩ in the diagonal components of Eq. (S3). Different subspaces
are hybridized by H+1 and H−1, which correspond to photon emission and absorption processes, respectively. In
general, H±m represents direct multi-photon processes. Figure S1 illustrates the hybridization structure of the Floquet
system, where a step in the Floquet direction corresponds to increase or decrease of photon energy.

Floquet
direction

Periodic perturbation
(Laser)

FIG. S1: A system with time-periodic perturbation (left) is mapped to the Floquet eigenvalue problem (right). The latter
corresponds to a system consisting of subspaces with different photon number (Floquet direction) coupled with each other
through the off-diagonal components Hm (m 6= 0) of the Floquet Hamiltonian.
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+

FIG. S2: Terms in the effective Hamiltonian (S7) is considered as photon absorption-emission and emission-absorption processes.

The infinite-dimensional eigenvalue problem Eq. (S3) can be reduced to a finite-dimensional problem using a Ω−1

expansion. If we focus on the zero photon subspace |Φ0〉, the neighboring subspaces |Φ±1〉 become energetically far
in the large Ω limit. The lowest order correction due to the off-diagonal terms H±1 is to simply induce virtual photon
absorption-emission or emission-absorption processes which result in an effective Hamiltonian [2]

Heff = H0 − [H+1, H−1]/Ω+O(1/Ω2). (S4)

This corresponds to Eq. (2) in the main text. Beyond the first order correction, either the Floquet-Magnus expansion
or the Brillouin-Wigner perturbation can be applied. The comparison of these methods are given in Ref. [3].
As for the model considered in the main text, the virtual photon processes can be visualized as in Fig. S2. Let us

apply this Ω−1 expansion scheme for our laser-driven system. In the two-spin system in Fig. 1(a) of the main text,
time-dependent laser-driven terms are expressed as

HE(t) =−E(t) ·P = −α[sin θ cos(Ωt+ δ)Vz
12 + cos θ sin(Ωt)Vz

12], (S5)

HB(t) =− gµBB(t) · (S1 + S2) = β[sin(Ωt)(Sx
1 + Sx

2 ) + cos(Ωt+ δ)(Sy
1 + Sy

2 )], (S6)

where α = gmeE0 and β = gµBE0c
−1. Using this expression, we can easily compute the commutator [H+1, H−1] and

then we obtain Eq. (5) in the main text,

Hsyn =
αβ

2Ω
cos δ(e12 · V12) +

β2

2Ω
cos δ(Sz

1 + Sz
2 ). (S7)

S2. Resonant-like phenomena in laser-driven multiferroic spin models

In the main text, we showed that a resonant phenomenon occurs in laser-driven multiferroic spin- 12 chain in a static
Zeeman magnetic field H with resonant frequencies around Ω = H [Fig. 4(b)]. In this section, in order to show that
this resonance is not a special feature of a particular model, we numerically investigate laser-induced vector chirality
in two other models: a spin-1 Heisenberg chain and a two-leg spin- 12 ladder in circularly polarized laser with δ = 0.
We assume an antisymmetric magnetostriction type ME coupling in these two models as in the model in the main
text. The Hamiltonian of the spin-1 chain is given by the same form as Eq. (7) with replacing spin- 12 operators with
spin-1 ones, while that of the spin- 12 ladder is

Hlad =J
∑

n=1,2

∑

j

(Sn,j · Sn,j+1 −∆Sx
n,jS

x
n,j+1) + J⊥

∑

j

(S1,j · S2,j −∆Sx
1,jS

x
2,j+1)

−H
∑

n=1,2

∑

j

Sx
n,j

− gmeE(t) ·
∑

n=1,2

∑

j

ej,j+1 × Vn,j,j+1 − gµBB(t) ·
∑

n=1,2

∑

j

Sn,j , (S8)

where n and j denote the leg and rung indices, respectively. The first and second terms are respectively leg (J)
and rung (J⊥) exchange couplings, and third is the Zeeman interaction of static external field H . The legs of the
ladder are situated along the x direction. The final line Hlaser(t) is the laser-driven time-dependent interaction, and
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S = 1/2 ladder
(a) (b)

S = 1 chain

FIG. S3: Time-averaged vector chirality in laser-driven multiferroic spin-1 chain (a) and spin- 1
2
ladder (b). In both the systems,

resonant peaks appear just below and above Ω = H . We choose the numerically obtained ground states of the two models as
the initial states at t = 0. We set ∆ = 0 (no XXZ anisotropy), H/J = 1.6, and J⊥/J = 0.3. The system size L means the total
number of sites along chain and leg directions.

Vn,j,j+1 = Sn,j × Sn,j+1 is the n-th chain vector chirality. We assume that the ME coupling exists only on the leg
bonds (not rung). The explicit form of the laser-driven term is the following:

Hlaser(t) =− gmeE0 sin(Ωt)
∑

n=1,2

∑

j

Vz
n,j,j+1 + gµBE0c

−1
[

sin(Ωt)
∑

n=1,2

∑

j

Sx
n,j + cos(Ωt)

∑

n=1,2

∑

j

Sy
n,j

]

=− α sin(Ωt)
∑

n=1,2

∑

j

Vz
n,j,j+1 + β

[

sin(Ωt)
∑

n=1,2

∑

j

Sx
n,j + cos(Ωt)

∑

n=1,2

∑

j

Sy
n,j

]

. (S9)

Using these Hamiltonians, we numerically solve their time-dependent Schrödinger equations and compute laser-induced
vector chirality. The Ω dependence of time-averaged chirality is summarized in Fig. S3, where ∆ = 0. It shows that
resonant peak structure appear just below and above Ω ∼ H in both the spin-1 chain and spin- 12 ladder as well as
the spin- 12 chain in the main text. These results indicate that the resonant behavior generally takes place in a wide
class of 1D Heisenberg-type spin models with antisymmetric ME coupling under static magnetic field.

S3. All optical detection scheme for the laser-driven DM interaction and chirality

In the main text, we explained a detection scheme of the laser-driven DM interaction and spin vector chirality
through generating spin current. Here, we explain detection schemes which can be performed solely by an optical
setup. For systems with a ferromagnetic order, time-resolved magnetooptical Kerr effect (MOKE) can be used to
study the dynamical change of magnetization. Figures S4(a) and (b) show setups for measuring laser-driven DM
interaction through Faraday and Kerr effects, respectively. As for the pump, THz laser is preferred since the energy
scale of excitations in multiferroic magnets typically corresponds to this frequency region. When we apply a suitable
THz circularly (or elliptically) polarized laser to multiferroic ferromagnets, its magnetic order is changed from a
uniform ferromagnet to a spiral order due to the dynamical DM interaction. This leads to a decrease of the uniform
magnetization. Such demagnetization can be detected through the change in the Faraday or Kerr rotation angle
before and after the application of pump laser.
A more direct detection scheme is through directional dichroism [Fig. S4(c)]. This is a magnetooptical phenomenon

where the light transmission becomes directionally dependent. As we mentioned above, a noncollinear order is
generally expected to emerge when circularly (or elliptically) polarized laser is applied to multiferroic, ferro or antiferro-
magnets and such a spiral state can lead to directional dichroism [4, 5]. Therefore, observing directional dichroism
via probe laser would be a smoking gun experiment for laser-driven DM interaction.
Finally, we discuss how to distinguish phenomena induced by synthetic DM interaction from other laser-driven

effects. Varying the laser frequency Ω would provide a way of the distinction. As we mentioned in the main text,
since the ME coupling gme is strong within the GHz to THz regime, the synthetic DM interaction cannot emerges in
other frequency regimes, e.g., optical regime, while heating effect would not be so sensitive to the laser frequency Ω.
A more precise way to distinguish the mechanisms is to change the incident direction of the pump laser. Equation (4)
in the main text

P = gmee12 × (S1 × S2), (S10)
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(b) (c)(a)
Pump

Probe

Laser-induced
state

Pump

Probe

Pump

Probe

Probe

FIG. S4: Schematic images of (a) Faraday effect, (b) Kerr effect, and (c) directional dichroism in the presence of pump laser
being circularly polarized. Signatures of laser-driven DM interaction and spin chirality are expected to be detected by measuring
these magnetooptical effects.

(a) (b)

FIG. S5: Time evolution and site dependence of 〈Vx
j,j+1(t)〉 in (a) AF and (b) ferromagnetic XXZ models under a spatially

modulated laser with αj,j+1 and βj .

shows that the ME interaction between polarization and pump laser strongly depends on the geometric relation
between the crystal axis ‖ e12 and the laser direction. The strength of laser-driven DM interaction is thereby changed
when varying the incident direction of the pump laser and this will be generally different from other laser-driven
phenomena including heating effect.

S4. Spatially modulated laser and spin currents

In the final part of the main text, we discussed a way of generating spin current by applying spatially modulated
laser which can be induced in near field of chiral plasmonic structures. To confirm that a spatial modulation of the
laser results in an inhomogeneous chirality and thus to spin current generation, we perform numerical simulations
for multiferroic spin- 12 chains with a spatially modulated laser. The effect of spatial modulation is incorporated by
making the field strength parameters α and β site-dependent as

αj,j+1 = α(sin2(πj/L) + sin2(π(j + 1)/L))/2, βj = β sin2(πj/L), (S11)

respectively. The numerical results are shown in Fig. S5. The driven vector chiralities strongly depend on their site
positions, which clearly indicates an emergence of a finite spin current 〈dSx

j /dt〉.
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